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Compact formula for the density of states in a quantum well
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In this paper we derive a formula for the density of states in the presence of inelastic scattering in the
quantum well of a double-barrier structure as a function of a characteristic time of the motion of electrons
�namely, the round-trip time in the well� and of transmission probabilities for the whole structure and for each
barrier. In the model we use, the scattering processes due to phonons, impurities, and interface roughness are
taken into account by a unique phenomenological parameter, the mean-free path, which plays the role of a
relaxation length. We also show that, for lower rates of incoherent processes, the derived formula reduces to the
one obtained by means of the Breit-Wigner formalism.

I. INTRODUCTION

The density of states is one of the most important quanti-
ties for the study of equilibrium and transport properties of
quantum effect devices. A recently derived formula1 estab-
lishes a simple general relation between the density of states
in a mesoscopic system and the dwell times for each incom-
ing channel connecting the system to the external world.
In this paper we apply that result to the quantum well of a

double-barrier resonant tunneling diode. Moreover, in order
to get closer to real systems and experimental results, we
consider the effects of inelastic processes taking place in the
well, which are not accounted for in the general relation of
Ref. 1.
We obtain a very compact formula connecting the density

of states in the well to a characteristic time of electron mo-
tion in double-barrier structures, i.e., the time an electron
takes to complete a round trip of the well, and to the trans-
mission probabilities for the whole structure and for each
barrier.
In the literature the density of states in the well is usually

obtained using Breit-Wigner formulas,2–4 which lead to very
simple and compact expressions. Dissipation can be easily
accounted for by introducing a partial resonance width for all
the inelastic processes.4–6 However, for Breit-Wigner formu-
las to hold true, it is necessary that all the partial resonance
widths be much smaller than the separation between the
resonant energy levels, and between each level and the top
and bottom of the potential well. This condition establishes
an upper limit on the rate of incoherent processes for the
applicability of the Breit-Wigner formulas.
On the contrary, our model is valid even when coherence

is completely destroyed. Scattering with phonons, impurities,
and interface roughness is accounted for by a unique phe-
nomenological parameter l , the mean-free path, a concept
which is well established in solid state physics.7
We assume that an electron traversing an infinitesimal

length dx of the one-dimensional device structure experi-
ences a collision with probability dx/l , and that electrons
emerge from collisions with an equilibrium distribution func-
tion in a state with completely random phase. This means,
for instance, that the square amplitude of a plane wave func-

tion of wave vector k attenuates exponentially as it propa-
gates along the x axis, with a characteristic length equal to l .
It is a situation very similar to an electromagnetic wave
propagating in a dissipative medium. The difference is that
the number of electrons has to be conserved; therefore, elec-
trons which seem to have disappeared have actually made a
transition to a different state, with a phase completely uncor-
related, so that there is no quantum interference between
these electrons and those that have not undergone an inco-
herent process. In this model, all collision processes are ef-
fective in randomizing phase and energy, and we do not
make any difference between the effects of elastic scattering
�due to impurities and interface roughness� and inelastic scat-
tering �with phonons, for instance�. A more sophisticated
model should take into account these differences, and, as a
minor improvement, phase randomization and energy relax-
ation could be split using a different characteristic length for
each process.
Büttiker4 proposed a model for the inclusion of incoherent

processes which is similar to the one we use. There is an
inelastic scatterer in the well modeled by an extra branch
leading away from the conductor to an extra reservoir, which
does not draw net current, but permits phase randomizing
events. Anyway, such a model is valid for very small differ-
ences between electrode chemical potentials and/or when en-
ergy relaxation is not accounted for.8 In the model by
Knäbchen,9 the inelastic scattering probability � for an elec-
tron traversing the well introduced by Büttiker is simply sub-
stituted by exp(�w/l), where w is the well width and l the
mean-free path.
In our model scattering is spread over the whole region,

and not concentrated in a single point, and any potential
profile can be considered. No additional condition is required
to obtain formula �22� for the density of states. The hypoth-
esis of smooth potential in the well is imposed in order to
obtain the compact formula �28�. The importance of the en-
ergy relaxation mechanism will be shown elsewhere.10
As we shall show in Sec. III, we use in our formula a

characteristic time of electron motion in the well defined on
the basis of Larmor times for transmission and
reflection.11–18 The tunneling time problem is the subject of a
long-standing controversy: while the dwell time13 is widely
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accepted in the scientific community, there is no consensus
on the actual time spent in a region by transmitted and re-
flected particles,15,19,20 due to the fact that there is no opera-
tor for time in quantum mechanics �therefore we cannot per-
form a direct measurement of time� and that electrons do not
follow actual trajectories in the Copenhagen interpretation.22
The Larmor times are obtained as the result of an indirect
measurement: a weak perturbation is applied to the region of
interest �i.e., a magnetic field, a real potential, or an imagi-
nary potential� and some variation in the properties of trans-
mitted and reflected particles is measured �spin precession,
phase rotation, or particle absorption, respectively�.12–18,21
What is controversial about Larmor times is the interpreta-
tion of such results of an indirect measurement as the ‘‘ac-
tual’’ times spent in the considered region. However, this
point is not relevant to the aim of the present work, where we
are just interested in deriving a relation between the Larmor
times and the density of states in a quantum well.
Our paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we calculate

the transmission and reflection probabilities by using the
transfer matrix technique; in Sec. III we derive a formula for
the density of states in the case of completely coherent trans-
port. A completely analogous formula which takes into ac-
count the effects of dissipation is obtained in Sec. IV, and is
shown to reduce to the Breit-Wigner formulas for lower rates
of incoherent processes in Sec. V. A summary ends the paper.

II. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION PROBABILITIES
FOR DOUBLE BARRIERS

Let us refer to the case sketched in Fig. 1: the one-
dimensional potential energy profile V(x) defines the first
barrier (a ,0), the well region (0,w), and the second barrier
(w ,b). Let us also introduce the wave vector
k(x)��2m„E�V(x)…�1/2/� for all x where V(x)�E , where
m is the electron effective mass in the material of the well,
and � is the reduced Planck’s constant.
We can calculate the total transmission and reflection co-

efficients by using the transfer matrix technique.23–26 In the
assumption of coherent transmission through each single bar-
rier, the transfer matrix M 1 for the first barrier satisfies all the
properties listed in Ref. 23 and has the form

M 1�� 1/t1
� l � r1

� l �*/t1� l �*

r1
� l �/t1

� l � 1/t1
� l �* � , �1�

where t1
(l) and r1

(l) are the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients, respectively, for a plane wave coming from the left

electrode, with wave vector k1l�k(a). The corresponding
coefficients t1

(r) and r1
(r) for a particle coming from the

right with wave vector k1r�k(0) are t1
(r)�t1

(l)k1r /k1l
and r1

(r)��r1
(l)*t1(l)/t1(l)* . Moreover, if T1��t1

(l)�2k1r /k1l
��t1

(r)�2k1l /k1r is the transmission probability, and
R1��r1

(l)�2��r1
(r)�2 is the reflection probability, we have

R1�T1�1, i.e., the continuity equation for the probability
density current holds true. The same considerations apply to
the second barrier and its transfer matrix M 2 , provided that
we define k2l�k(w), k2r�k(b) and change all the sub-
scripts 1 into 2.
In the well region, dissipative processes are accounted for

by means of the mean-free path l; that is, the intensity of a
plane wave of wave vector k� has a decay length equal to l .
As a consequence, the probability density current for a given
wave function is not conserved. The effect of l is taken into
account by using a complex wave vector ki��k��i/2l: a
plane wave of wave vector ki� along the x axis has the form
exp(iki�x)�exp(ik�x)exp(�x/2l); therefore its square modulus
decays as exp(�x/l).
The multistep potential approximation27 can be used to

obtain the transfer matrix Mw of the well, provided that the
complex wave vector ki(x)�k(x)�i/2l is used at any point
x in the well. If we make the hypothesis that the potential
varies smoothly enough that a semiclassical approximation is
valid, we obtain24–26

Mw����1 0
0 �� , �2�

where

��exp� i�
0

w
ki�x �dx� . �3�

The transfer matrix Mdb for the whole double-barrier
structure is given by23–26

M db�M 1MwM 2�� 1/tdb� l � �rdb
�r �/tdb

� l �

rdb
� l �/tdb

� l � � tdb
� l ��rdb

� l �rdb
�r �/tdb

� l ��
� , �4�

where tdb
(l) and rdb

(l) are the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients, respectively, for an electron coming from the left, and
tdb
(r) and rdb

(r) are the corresponding coefficients for an electron
coming from the right electrode. Straightforward calculation
yields26

tdb
� l ��

t1
� l �t2

� l ��

1�c �5�

and

rdb
� l ��r1

� l � 1�c/R1
1�c , �6�

where

c�r1
�r �r2

� l ��2. �7�

The expressions for tdb
(r) and rdb

(r) can be easily obtained from
�5� and �6� by substituting the subscripts l with r , 1 with
2, and vice versa. An electron coming from the left has a

FIG. 1. The one-dimensional potential V(x) defines the two
barriers �(a ,0) and (w ,b)� and the well (0,w).
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probability Tdb
(l)��tdb

(l)�2k2r /k1l of being transmitted and a
probability Rdb

(l)��rdb
(l)�2 of being reflected; there is also a

fraction Sdb
(l)�1�(Tdb

(l)�R db
(l) ) of electrons which have been

absorbed �i.e., have undergone incoherent processes�. In a
completely analogous way we can define the corresponding
probabilities Tdb

(r) , Rdb
(r) , and Sdb

(r) for an electron coming from
the right. We also obtain that Tdb

(l)�Tdb
(r)—hence we will often

write simply Tdb— while, in general, Rdb
(l)�Rdb

(r) .

III. DENSITY OF STATES IN THE CASE OF COHERENT
TRANSPORT

In this section we will address the case of no incoherent
process in the well, i.e., the mean-free path l→� . In this
case we have Rdb

(l)�Rdb
(r)�Rdb�1�Tdb and the results of

Ref. 1 can be straightforwardly applied.
We showed1 that the density of states in a given system is

equal to the sum of dwell times corresponding to each in-
coming channel divided by Planck’s constant. In our case the
region � of interest is (a ,b), and there are two incoming
channels, the left and the right ones, so that the density of
states ��(E) in � , including both spin contributions, can be
written as

���E ��
1

��
��D

� l ��E ���D
�r ��E �� , �8�

where �D
(l) and �D

(r) are the dwell times for an electron of
energy E coming from the left and the right electrodes, re-
spectively.
In order to obtain �D

(l) to substitute in �8�, we can use the
additivity of transmission and reflection times �T

(l) and �R
(l)

obtained by using the Larmor clock and other well-known
approaches.11–18 If we consider an electron coming from the
left electrode, apply a uniform perturbative potential � on the
double barrier (a�x�b), and recalculate the total transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients as a function of � , we can
write

�T
� l �� Re� i� �

��
lntdb

� l �� �
��0

, �9�

�R
� l �� Re� i� �

��
lnrdb

� l �� �
��0

, �10�

and, finally, obtain14–18 �D
(l)��T

(l)Tdb��R
(l)Rdb . In the Intro-

duction we mentioned the controversy on the tunneling time
problem, and we are aware of the fact that there is no wide
consensus in the scientific community on the ‘‘actual’’ sig-
nificance of �T

(l) and �R
(l) . Anyway, reassuring the reader that

we do not want to forget about the long debate in this field,
for convenience reasons we will refer to �9� and �10� as
transmission and reflection times.
Substitution of �5� and �6� in �9� and �10�, after straight-

forward but cumbersome calculations, yields

�D
� l ���T1

� l �Tdb��R1
� l �Rdb��wTdb��T2

� l �Tdb�� rtT1
�c�2

�1�c�2 ,

�11�

where �T1
(l) , �T2

(l) , and �w are the transmission times for bar-
riers 1 and 2, and the well, respectively, defined as �T

(l) in �9�
replacing tdb

(l) with t1
(l) , t2

(l) , and � , respectively; �R1
(l) is the

reflection time for barrier 1, defined as �R
(l) in �10� with r1

(l) in
the place of rdb

(l) . We call � rt round trip time; it is defined as

� rt� Re� i�c �c
�� � ��R1

�r ��2�w��R2
� l � ; �12�

the last equality derives from �7� and explains the name
given to � rt : it is actually the sum of the times corresponding
to the steps needed for a round trip of the well: reflection
from barrier 1, traversal of the well, reflection from barrier 2,
and again traversal of the well. We can easily obtain �D

(r) by
repeating all the passages from �4� to �11� commuting the
subscripts l with r , and 1 with 2. If we substitute �11� and
the corresponding result for �D

(r) into �8� we obtain

���E ��
1

�� � ��T1
� l �Tdb��R1

� l �Rdb����T2
�r �Tdb��R2

�r �Rdb����T2
� l �

�2�w��T1
�r ��Tdb�� rt

�c�2

�1�c�2 �T1�T2�� ; �13�

��(E) includes all the states in the region (a�x�b). We
are actually interested in the states in the well region and in
the tail states penetrating both barriers on the well side, i.e.,
the states in the ‘‘effective’’ well region; therefore we drop
from �� the terms which take into account the states on the
left side of barrier 1 and on the right side of barrier 2 �i.e.,
the first and the second terms of �13�, respectively�. More-
over, the third term is easily shown to be much smaller �un-
der the condition T1 ,T2�1) than the fourth one; therefore,
the density of states �w in the effective well region can be
written as

�w�E ��
1

��
� rt

�c�2

�1�c�2 �T1�T2�. �14�

From �7� and from the fact that T1 ,T2�1 we have
�c�2(T1�T2)�1��c�2, so we get

�w�
1

��
� rtF�c �, �15�

where we have defined

F�c ��
1��c�2

�1�c�2 . �16�

The density of states in the effective well region is therefore
shown to be proportional to the round trip time times a factor
F(c), which will be shown in the next section to depend
only upon transmission and reflection probabilities for the
whole structure and for each barrier.

IV. DENSITY OF STATES IN THE PRESENCE
OF INCOHERENT PROCESSES

A. Local density of states in the well

In this section incoherent processes are taken into ac-
count; therefore the formula �8� for the density of states is no
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longer applicable. The total density of states �w in the effec-
tive well region is obtained as the sum of the density of tail
states �1

(r)(E) and �2
(l)(E) penetrating both barriers on the

well sides �Sec. IV B� and the integral of the local density of
states �(x ,E) in the well.
In this section, in particular, we obtain a formula for

�(x ,E) which does not require the hypothesis of smooth
potential in the well. We consider a point x� inside the well
�x��(0,w)�. Let us split the x axis into two regions, and let
us consider the potentials Vl(x)�V(x) for x�x� and
V(x�) otherwise, and Vr(x)�V(x) for x�x� and V(x�) oth-
erwise, as sketched in Fig. 2. Let us call rl(x�) the reflection
coefficient for a plane wave of energy E incident on Vl(x)
from the right, and rr(x�) the reflection coefficient for a
plane wave of energy E impinging on Vr(x) from the left.
The local density of states at a point x� can easily be written
as1

��x�,E ��
1

�� �
n�1

2 ��n�x�,E ��2

Jn�E �
, �17�

where both spin contributions have been considered, the
wave functions are not normalized, and Jn(E) is the total
current associated to state �n entering the whole system. The
sum is over all degenerate states corresponding to the same
energy E , i.e., in our case, the ones associated to a particle
coming from the left electrode (n�1) and a particle coming
from the right electrode (n�2). The quantities to be put in
�17� are derived in the Appendix. Substitution of �A1� and
�A2� and the corresponding quantities for �2 in �17� yields

��x�,E ��
1

��
Re� „1�rr�x��…„1�rl�x��…

1�rr�x��rl�x�� � . �18�

An identical result has been obtained through different pro-
cedures and in simplified conditions by other authors.9,28

B. Density of tail states penetrating both barriers
on the well sides

For obtaining the density of tail states penetrating both
barriers on the well sides we just have to use �17�, provided
that the sum is only over the states incident on the well side
of the barriers. Let us consider the first barrier: the density of
tail states �1

(r) is

�1
�r ��E ��

1
�� �

n�1

2 � a
0��n�x ,E ��2dx

Jn�E �
. �19�

We can find for �1
(r) a more compact expression: in the Ap-

pendix we derived the currents J1inc
(r) (x ,E) and J2inc

r (x ,E) in-
cident on Vl(x), associated to the states �1 and �2 , respec-
tively. Therefore, if we remember that the dwell time is
defined as the ratio of the integral of the probability density
over the considered region to the incident current, from �A3�
and �A4� we can write

�1
�r ��E ��

1
�� � J1inc�r � �0,E �

J1�E �
�
J2inc

�r � �0,E �

J2�E � ��D1�r �

�
1

��
�D1

�r �F�rr�0 �rl�0 �� , �20�

where the function F has been already defined in �16�.
For the second barrier, following the same procedure, we

have

�2
� l ��E ��

1
��

�D2
� l �F�rr�w �rl�w �� . �21�

C. Density of states in the effective well region

The density of states in the effective well region is, there-
fore, from �18�, �20�, and �21�,

�w�E ���1
�r ��E ���2

� l ��E ���
0

w
��x ,E �dx . �22�

We can write �(x ,E) in a different way, in order to derive
a more compact formula for �w(E). Let the density matrix
ĝ(E) in the well be the incoherent superposition of states
�1 and �2 with probabilities p1 and p2 , i.e.,

�x�ĝ�E ��x��p1��1�x ��2�p2��2�x ��2. �23�

Associated to ĝ(E) there is the probability density current
J(E), whose expression is given by �A1� and the
corresponding quantity for �2 , that can be split into a
left-going component Jl(x ,E)�p1J1inc

(l) (x ,E)�p2J2inc
(l) (x ,E)

and a right-going component Jr(x ,E)�p1J1inc
(r) (x ,E)

�p2J2inc
(r) (x ,E). Now, we can make the hypothesis that both

Jl and Jr are much greater than the net current J�Jl�Jr .
By imposing Jr�Jl we can obtain Jr , Jl , and �x�ĝ(E)�x� as
a function of p1 /p2 . This result, substituted in �18�, yields

��x�,E ��
1

��

�x�ĝ�E ��x�
Jl�x�,E ��Jr�x�,E �

F�rl�x��rr�x��� . �24�

FIG. 2. The double-barrier structure is split into two regions at
x�x�: rr(x�) is the reflection coefficient for a plane wave of en-
ergy E incident on Vr(x) from the left and rl(x�) is the reflection
coefficient for a plane wave of energy E incident on Vl(x) from the
right.
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A great simplification of �22� can be obtained if we again
make the semiclassical approximation in the well. In fact, in
this case we have just to notice that rr(x�)rl(x�)�c for all
x�(0,w). Therefore we can write

�w�E ��
1

��
� rt
i F�c �, �25�

where we have defined

� rt
i ��D1

�r ���D2
� l � �2�

0

w �x��ĝ�E ��x��
Jl�x���Jr�x��

dx�; �26�

� rt
i can be interpreted as the round trip time of the well in the
presence of inelastic processes. We wish to point out that
�25� is formally analogous to �15� found in the case of co-
herent transport. It is also easy to verify that when l→� , i.e.,
when the limit of coherent transport is approached, � rt

i tends
to the value of � rt defined in �12�.
The condition T1 ,T2�1 allows us to write, with very

good approximation, the following expression for F(c),
where Tdb , Rdb

(r) , and Rdb
(l) are obtained from �5� and �6�:

F�c ��
1�Rdb

� l �

T1
�
Tdb
T2

�
1�Rdb

�r �

T2
�
Tdb
T1
; �27�

therefore �25� can be written as

�w�E ��
1

��
� rt
i �1�Rdb

� l �

T1
�
Tdb
T2

� , �28�

i.e., as a function of the round trip time and transmission and
reflection probabilities for the total structure and for each
barrier.

V. COMPARISON WITH BREIT-WIGNER FORMULAS

In this section we want to show that for a rate of incoher-
ent processes low enough �i.e., a long enough mean-free
path�, the formula for the density of states derived above
reduces to the one obtained by means of Breit-Wigner for-
mulas.
Let us expand c given by �7� to first order around the

resonant energy ER �which is the energy at which c is real
and positive�:

c�E ��c�ER��1�i
� rt
i �ER�

�
�E�ER�� , �29�

where we have used the definition �12� of � rt and the fact that
arg�i��lnc/�E��0. If w/l is small enough we can write

c�ER���R1�ER�R2�ER��1/2e�w/l

�1�
1
2 T1�ER��

1
2 T2�ER��

w
l . �30�

Substitution of �29� and �30� into �5� and �6� yields

Tdb�
�1�2

�E�ER�2���/2�2 �31�

and

1�Rdb
� l ��

�1��2�� i�

�E�ER�2���/2�2 , �32�

where �1��T1(ER)/� rt
i (ER), �2��T2(ER)/� rt

i (ER),
� i��2w/�� rt

i (ER)l� , and ���1��2�� i .
Equations �31� and �32� are the Breit-Wigner

formulas,2,4,29 and �1 , �2 , and � i are the partial resonance
widths for each process allowing escape from the resonant
state, in particular, tunneling through barriers 1 and 2, and
incoherent processes, respectively. Partial resonant widths
are characteristic quantities of the Breit-Wigner formalism,
and are given by the ratio between � and the characteristic
time of the process we are considering. In the case of escape
through one of the barriers, the characteristic time is intu-
itively given by the ratio of the round trip time and the tun-
neling probability of the barrier. In the case of inelastic scat-
tering the time is � rt times the ratio between the mean-free
path l and the length corresponding to a round trip of the
well (2w).
From �28� and �31� and �32�, we straightforwardly have

�w�E ��
1
�

�

�E�ER�2���/2�2 , �33�

i.e., the result usually obtained from Breit-Wigner
formulas.3,4 We wish to point out that this formula holds true
if the development of c to first order of E�ER and to first
order in w/l is a good approximation. In other words, Breit-
Wigner formulas can be used if each partial width is much
smaller than both the resonant energy ER and the difference
between the height of the barriers and ER . In our case these
conditions are true for �1 and �2 and hold true for �2 if l/w
is high enough. Otherwise, the expression given by �25�,
which has a wider range of applicability, has to be used.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper we have studied the density of states in a
double-barrier structure. We have proposed a simple model
which is able to account for inelastic processes occurring in
the quantum well by means of a single phenomenological
parameter l , the mean-free path.
We have obtained a very compact formula which relates

the density of states in the effective well region to the round
trip time of the quantum well and to the tunneling probabili-
ties for the single barriers and for the whole structure. The
formula is valid both in the case of completely coherent
transport and in the case when dissipative processes in the
well are predominant.
This formula will be shown to be fundamental in unifying

two widely known descriptions of transport in double-barrier
structures: that of resonant tunneling and that of sequential
tunneling.10
We believe that the role of the density of states—a char-

acteristic quantity of a system in equilibrium—in the steady
state transport and in the characteristic times of the motion of
electrons in a mesoscopic system deserves a deeper investi-
gation.
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APPENDIX

Let us consider a point x�x� in the well and the state
�1 of energy E corresponding to a particle coming from the
left of x�. We can describe �1 as a plane wave of amplitude
1 undergoing multiple reflections on Vr(x) for x�x� and
Vl(x) for x�x� �see Figs. 1 and 2�, so that we have

�1�x���1�rr�x���rr�x��rl�x���•••�
1�rr�x��

1�rr�x��rl�x��
.

�A1�
Now, �1��rl(x�)�2� is the probability that a particle imping-
ing on Vl(x) is not reflected back �i.e., is either transmitted
or ‘‘absorbed’’ on the left of x�). For time reversal symmetry,
it is also the probability that an electron coming from the left
of x� appears at x�x�: if 1 is the amplitude of �1 before
taking into account multiple reflections, the total current en-
tering the system has to be

J1�
v�x��

1��rl�x���2 , �A2�

where v(x)��k(x)/m . It is worth noticing that the depen-
dence of J1 on x� is due only to the fact that �1 is not
normalized. We can also associate to �1 and x� a probability
current density which can be split into a left-going compo-
nent J1inc

(l) �incident on Vl(x)� and a right-going component
J1inc
(r) �incident on Vr(x)�,

J1inc
� l � �x���

�rr�x���2v�x��

�1�rl�x��rr�x���2 �A3�

and

J1inc
�r � �x���

v�x��

�1�rl�x��rr�x���2 . �A4�

The corresponding quantities for the state �2 , associated to a
particle coming from the right of x�x�, can be obtained by
substitution of 1 with 2, r with l , and vice versa.
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